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Foreword
“All the great Tibetan teachers have always taught their disciples that vows should be taken
voluntarily and with full knowledge of its implications. We should not see them as a burden,
but remember that keeping them eliminates suffering. That is why vows are a joy and not a
hardship. This is the attitude to be devel-oped before taking these commitments”.
Khenchen Thrangu Rinpoche

This document has been prepared by members of the Marpa Dharma Translations Group, with
the guidance of H.E. Dorzong Rinpoche and the V.Ven. Choegyal Rinpoche. It covers the
taking of the Bodhicitta Vow (sometimes referred as the Bodhisattva Vow)
If there were any comments suggested, doubts arising or mistakes detected, please contact us
at contacto@cetepso.com.ar

The three types of vows
(Extracted from a teaching of H.E. Dorzong Rinpoche, Mahamudra, taught in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Translated from Tibetan into English by Gerardo Abboud))
When practicing the vajrayana, we must observe the three vows:
1. the outer vows of individual liberation, or pratimoksha,
2. the inner vows of the bodhisattva,
3. the secret vajrayana vows.
Some people think that the vows of individual liberation can do without the
vajrayana vows, or that there is no need for these vows when one observes the vajrayana vows; they consider the three vows to be incompatible, like light and darkness or fire and water. But it is not so.
Those who think that pratimoksha vows are sufficient and there is no need
for the vajrayana vows are mistaken, because by these vows alone one does attain
the state of buddhahood transcending both extremes of peaceful nirvana and samsaric existence.
And it is not right for those who adhere to the vajrayana vows to regard the
pratimoksha vows as something lower, because they are needed.
This explains briefly what I meant by saying that the vows of individual liberation should not be considered incompatible.
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Most of us think that the individual liberation vows only refer to the commitments taken by monks and nuns. Of course the ordination vows taken by
monks and nuns are those of individual liberation, but they include more than that.
A person may perceive the three spheres of samsara to be by nature suffering or an
abode of misery and see that from the moment one is in samsara, all kinds of sufferings occur. If this wish to free himself from suffering arises and renunciation
from samsara is experienced, this itself is the vow of individual liberation.
That is to say that these vows are not to be understood as being exclusively
those of monastic ordination; if renunciation from samsara is present, that itself is
this vow of individual liberation.
Generally speaking, the best condition for the practice of vajrayana is to have
the full monastic ordination of a bhikshu. However, for the practice of vajrayana to
be a bhikshu is not a necessary condition, since once can do so being just a lay
practitioner. In any case, even if a person has the bhikshu vows, if he lacks renunciation for samsara, his individual liberation vow is not exactly as it should, because the essence of such vow is renunciation.
All beings in the three spheres of samsara have been one’s parent and thus
shown immense kindness like one’s present parents. When considering this, the
bodhisattva vow is the wish to liberate all beings by establishing them in the state
of omniscient buddhahood, feeling, “How I wish I could accomplish this!”.
Our present perception of the world and its beings is due to delusion; in fact
they are pure by nature: beings are deities and the world is their celestial palace. To
know that this is so is the vajrayana vow.
In the sutras there is a story that occurred during Buddha’s time regarding
Shariputra and a Bodhisattava called Tshangpa Ralpachen.
While Shariputra perceived all phenomena in an impure way, like us, the
Bodhisattva had the pure perception whereby all beings were by nature deities and
the world a pure Buddha field. Each upholding his view, they both went to Buddha
and asked him how it really was, and the Buddha confirmed Tshangpa Ralpachen’s
view that the universe and its inhabitants are pure by nature.
We must point out, however, a difference between Shariputra’s perception
and ours, even though they are both considered impure. Our perception of phenomena is impure, and we grasp at them as being real. In the case of Shariputra,
he perceived phenomena as an illusion or dream, i.e. not real, but still his vision
was impure. So it would not be totally correct to say that he perceived phenomena
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like we do. For example, if Shariputra were asked if he perceived a table, he would
reply yes. But if he were asked if he perceived it as real, he would reply no. The Bodhisattva would neither perceive it as a table nor something real: he would see it as
a pure Buddha field.
In brief,
1. renunciation is the vow of individual liberation,
2. altruism is the bodhisattva vow,
3. the pure perception of the universe and its inhabitants is the tantric or vajrayana vow.
What is it that is abandoned in each case?
1. By the vow of individual liberation one abandons harming beings,
2. by the bodhisattva vow one abandons selfishness that seeks one’s own benefit,
3. and by the tantric vow one abandons grasping at things as having concrete
attributes. This means that the concept of concrete attributes is eliminated.
For example, impure perception is a concept grasping at attributes, so we must
abandon remaining in impure, ordinary perception.
Similarly, when visualizing deities, to be attached to the deity is to grasp at attributes and to grasp at the deity practice as supreme is also to grasp at attributes.
This grasping must be abandoned (in order to comply with the tantric vow).
This is the reason why I said earlier that a vajrayana practitioner must observe all three vows.
1. Such a practitioner is not allowed to harm other beings; he must abandon
this.
2. He also needs bodhicitta; there is no vajrayana practice without it.
3. And being a vajrayana practitioner he must also abandon ordinary perception.
This is what I meant by not being incompatible: higher paths include the qualities
of the lower ones. Vajrayana practice is not something that can do without the
pratimoksha and the bodhicitta. Although the sun rays are extremely luminous, the
much weaker rays of the moon and stars still contribute to luminosity.

To read more
The subject of vows is vast, and you can deepen your understanding by reading several texts.
A starting point might be:
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1 - Marpa Dharma Translations Group, Virtuous Practitioner Vows and Mending and Purification Vows. Both documents can be checked in and downloaded from their website:
http://www.cetepso.com.ar/GeneratedItems/Vows.html where you will find information on:


What is a vow.



Benefits and problems when taking a vow.



Transgression and repair of vows



Returning vows

2 - Khenchen Thrangu Rinpoche The Tibetan Vinaya, Sri Satguru, Delhi, 1990
3 – In the web you can visit http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pr%C4%81timok%E1%B9%A3a
and also http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhikkhu
4 – On positive and negative actions see chapter 13 of Ven. Thich Nath Hanh The Heart of
the Buddha´s Teaching, Harmony, New York, 2015. A digital version can be bought from
Amazon

Kindle

Store:

http://www.amazon.com/Heart-Buddhas-Teaching-Thich-Nhat-

ebook/dp/B011G3HD6I/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
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The Bodhicitta Vow
INTRODUCTION
The first half of the Bodhicitta Vow is the Mahayana Refuge, (in green).
The second part of the vow is the generation of the Bodhicitta of Aspiration and Action, (in
red), through two verses from The Way of the Bodhisattva (Skt. Bodhisattvacharyavatara,
Tib: Chönjug), the classical text of Shantideva, chapter 3 (Taking Hold of Bodhichitta) verses
23 and 24.
We have used the translation from The Way of the Bodhisattva, Shantideva, Padmakara translation, Shambhala, Boston, 2011.
In the last part of the text, Conclusion, three more verses from the same chapter. At the end,
after a few lines of aspirations, the Four Immeasurables (in blue): compassion, loving kindness, joy and equanimity. Then, finally, the dedication of merit.



THE VOW
In order to take the actual vow, visualize in the sky in front of you all buddhas and bodhisattvas. This means that you know they are present and witnessing your taking of the Bodhicitta
Vow. Especially try to generate a sense of the presence of Buddha Shakyamuni in the center.
He is surrounded by innumerable buddhas and bodhisattvas. With them are the eight foremost
heart sons, such as Manjushri, Chenrezi and so forth, as well as all the lamas of the Kagyü
lineage. In their presence, repeat the words of the vow after the preceptor.

[During this ceremony you will recite it in Tibetan. You can also read the English translation, thus understanding
the meaning. Later when taking this vow as part of your practice you can recite it in English or in Tibetan (in this
case, please, make sure to remember the meaning)].
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Refuge vow

L%-(2-~A%-0R<-3(A?-GA-2<,,
JANG CHUB NYING POR CHI KYI WAR
Until reaching the essence of enlightenment,

?%?-o?-i3?-=-*2?-?-3(A,,
SANG GYE NAM LA KYAP SUM CHI.
I go for refuge to the Buddhas.

(R?-.%-L%-(2-?J3?-.0:-;A,,
CHÖ DANG JANG CHUB SEM PA YI
Also to the Dharma and to the assembly of Bodhisattvas

5S$?-=:%-.J-28A/-*2?-?-3(A,,
TSOK LAANG DE SHIN KYAP SUM CHI
I go for refuge.

Bodhicitta Vow
3/23

)A-v<-uR/-IA-2.J-$>J$?-GA?,,
JI TAR NGÖN GYI DE SHEK KYI
Just as all the Buddhas of the past

L%-(2-,$?-/A-2*J.-0-.%,,
JANG CHUB THUK NI KYE PA DANG
Have brought forth the awakened mind,

L%-(2-?J3?-.0:A-2a2-0-=,,
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JANG CHUB SEM PAI LAP PA LA
And in the precepts of the Bodhisattvas

.J-.$-<A3-28A/-$/?-0-v<,,
DE DAK RIM SHIN NE PA TAR
Step-by-step abode and trained,

3/24

.J-28A/-:PR-=-1/-.R/-.,,
DE SHIN DRO LA PEN DON DU
Likewise, for the benefit of beings,

L%-(2-?J3?-/A-2*J.-2IA-8A%-,,
JANG CHUB SEM NI KYE GYI SHING
I will bring to birth the awakened mind,

.J-28A/-.-/A-2a2-0-=:%-,,
DE SHIN DU NI LAP PA LAANG
I will abide and train myself

<A3-0-28A/-.-2a2-0<-2IA,,
RIM PA SHIN DU LAP PAR GYI
In those precepts, step-by-step.

Repeat two more times after the preceptor, for a total of three times. The actual generation of
Bodhicitta and receiving of the vow is now complete.
Rest evenly in Bodhicitta you have generated.
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CONCLUSION
1 – Rejoicing
The concluding part of the ceremony begins with your rejoicing in what you have done.
The meaning of what is recited here is the recognition that now, having taken the Bodhicitta
Vow, your birth as a human being is meaningful. It is recognition of the excellence of how
you are leading your life and your rejoicing in that.
Remember that by taking this Bodhicitta Vow, one rejoices in one's own taking of the vow.
This is traditionally done in the same way, by repetition. So, please repeat the following
words of rejoicing.

Now recite:
3/26
“Today my life has given fruit.
This human state has now been well assumed.
Today I take my birth in Buddha’s line,
And have become the Buddha’s child and heir.
3/27
“In every way, then, I will undertake
Activities befitting such a rank.
And I will do no act to mar
Or compromise this high and faultless lineage.
3/34
“And so, today, within the sight of all protectors,
I summon beings, calling them to Buddhahood.
And, till that state is reached, to every earthly joy!
May gods and demigods and all the rest rejoice!”

2 - Aspirations
Bodhicitta is precious.
Those who have not given birth to it, may they give birth.
Those who have given birth,
May their Bodhicitta not diminish, but increase further and further.
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10/32
May they not be separated from Bodhicitta
But be fully committed to Bodhicitta actions.
May they be accepted by the Buddhas.
May they abandon all negative actions.

May all the good wishes of Bodhisattvas
For the benefit of sentient beings be accomplished.
May the intentions of such protectors
Bring happiness and prosperity to all beings.

May all sentient beings he happy.
May the lower realms be emptied forever.
May the earnest aspirations of Bodhisattvas
Of all stages be accomplished.

3 - The Four Immeasurables.
May all sentient beings enjoy happiness and the cause of happiness.
May they be free from both suffering and the cause of suffering.
May they never be separated from the highest bliss, which is without suffering.
May they come to rest in the great impartiality,
Which is free of attachment and aversion to those near and far.

4 - Dedication
Through this goodness, may I come to complete knowing.
May the enemy, wrong action, be overcome.
From the stormy waves of birth, old age, illness, and death,
This ocean of existence, may all beings be freed.

May all beings be happy!
Peace will prevail!
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